
PIDs 101
A Beginners’ Guide to 
Persistent Identifiers



What is a persistent identifier?



persistent identifier
an organization 
made a promise 
to keep it alive 

globally unique 
string of 

characters 

(known as PIDs to their friends)



PIDs for people, places, and things in the 
research community

PIDs for people (researchers)
include ISNIs and ORCID iDs

PIDs for places (research 
organizations) include 
GRID and ROR

PIDs for things (research outputs/inputs like grants, 
reviews, preprints, projects, etc.) include Crossref and 

DataCite DOIs, IGSNs, RAiDs, and more





What can PIDs *do* and why 
are they important?



PIDs 
disambiguate



PIDs support 
linking



PIDs enable 
interoperability



PIDs help make 
research FAIR



PIDs support a 
trustworthy 
research 
infrastructure

Image: University of Washington Office of Research



Good start, but we want more

Connecting everything 
reveals the true power of 
PIDs

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.patter.2020
.100180
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Connected PIDs form a graph...



...which can be used to ask (and answer) new questions

Person & 
institution

ORCID
ROR

Crossref
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Works
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institutions
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ROR

Funder & Grant Dataset Publication

Crossref DataCite Crossref

Who are all the co-authors of a given researcher?

Show all datasets funded by the European Commission that have been 
cited by a journal article



PIDs for (almost) everything



ORCID’s mission is to enable transparent and trustworthy connections between 
researchers, their contributions, and their affiliations. ORCID provides a unique, persistent 
identifier for individuals to use as they engage in research, scholarship, and innovation 
activities throughout their careers. 

ORCID also provides:
● ORCID records connected to ORCID iDs. Containing works, affiliations, funding, 

peer reviews, and other biographical information
● A set of Application Programming Interfaces (APIs), as well as the services and 

support of communities of practice that enable interoperability between an ORCID 
record and member organizations so researchers can choose to allow connection of 
their iD with their affiliations and contributions



DataCite

https://datacite.org
https://datacite.org

https://datacite.org


ROR

ROR is a community-led project to develop an open, 
sustainable, usable, and unique identifier for every 
research organization in the world.

ror.org



● PID provider Open foundational scholarly 
infrastructure: openscholarlyinfrastructure.org.

● SIMA: storage; identifiers; metadata; assertions 
(relationships).

● Metadata and services make research outputs 
easy to find, cite, link, assess, and reuse. 

● Crossref DOIs are citation identifiers: grants, 
preprints, articles, chapters, proceedings, 
standards, reports, protocols, dissertations, 
reviews, comments (conferences, video, blogs soon).

● Open data and APIs to retrieve metadata from 
>120 million records.

community.crossref.org

https://openscholarlyinfrastructure.org


How to be a PID person!



Step 1: Get and use PIDs 

Get an ORCID iD for yourself → https://orcid.org

Give DOIs to your data and software → https://datacite.org, 
https://guides.github.com/activities/citable-code/

Put your reports and white papers into a repository that gives out PIDs → 
https://repositoryfinder.datacite.org or your institutional repository

https://orcid.org
https://datacite.org
https://guides.github.com/activities/citable-code/
https://repositoryfinder.datacite.org


Step 2: Tell your PIDs about your other PIDs

Include relevant related PIDs in the metadata for your software, dataset, and paper PIDs, 
even if your repository says they’re optional. 

In Zenodo (for example), it looks like this:



Step 3: Share your PIDs with the community



Step 4: Join the PID Forum!

https://pidforum.org

● Share best practices 
● Hear about events
● Ask questions
● Engage in PID chatter
● And more!

https://pidforum.org


Questions?


